Magnetic resonance imaging-guided laser thermal ablation of renal tumours.
To test the hypothesis that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided laser thermal ablation (LTA) of inoperable renal tumours is a safe, tolerable and potentially effective treatment. Nine patients (aged 56-81 years) with malignant renal tumours underwent percutaneous LTA under MRI guidance in a 0.5 T open magnet. Real-time colour thermal mapping was used to monitor tumour ablation, and the follow-up was with gadolinium-enhanced MRI at 6 weeks and (where appropriate) 3-4 months after the procedure. Tumour volume and percentage tumour enhancement before and after ablation were compared. The percentage of tumour ablated on real-time T1-weighted thermal maps was compared with that on gadolinium-enhanced follow-up MRI. The mean (range) follow-up was 16.9 (3-32) months after the first ablation. The mean tumour size did not change significantly, but the mean percentage of viable tumour decreased significantly from 73.7% before to 29.5% after ablation (P = 0.012, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test). Thermal maps correlated moderately well with follow-up MRI in predicting the extent of tumour ablation (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.55). There were two minor and one major complication. In this pilot study of patients unsuitable for surgery, MRI-guided LTA of renal tumours was safe, feasible (being well tolerated by the patient) and significantly reduced enhancing tumour volume by a mean of 45%.